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11703 Wrye Mash
Icons Resources MMH 55-15458 Bruno13069 2016-02-22

Original Icons
Being partially colorblind, I had a LOT of troubles trying
to interpret the icons of the Wrye Mash utility. As Abot,

the creator of Wrye Mash, has granted permission to
alter them, I have. Brighter, bolder, and easier to

understand with letters to help identify each color. To
use, just ...

6852 Tel Uvirith
Storage Factions MMH 35-14015 Bruno13069 2010-07-12

Bridget, my most recent character, has beat the 3 Main
Quests, is the head of all 8 guilds in the GOTY, and has

completed the "Great House Dagoth" and "Rise of House
Telvanni" mods. She has a great deal of stuff and she just

want to get it all organized in ONE home.     Tel U...

6810 Manor Storage Factions MMH 35-6578 bruno13069 2010-10-24

You've become the head of a Great house and you
(finally) have a place for your stuff! But WHERE DO YOU
STORE EVERYTHING???? The storage spaces for these

manors are nowhere near enough for some pack-rat
types (like myself).     Hence, I've added 15 containers

(each holding ma...

6777
Great House

Dagoth
Walkthrough

Factions MMH 35-15207 Bruno13069 2014-04-18

This is my personal Walkthrough for the mod "Great
House Dagoth" by "The Mad God". It is best used by

someone who has run the normal MWMQ a few times. I
recommend using a Multi-mark mod with at least 20

spots and a small house mod without servants or
companions (or find a place to sleep for ...

4118 Walled Ald-
Ruhn

Townd and
town

Expansions
MMH 87-15211 bruno13069 2014-04-21

Why is Ald-Ruhn so poorly protected? It's right near
Ghostfence and Red Mountain. It needs more protection
than a broken wall. This mod puts a solid, unfractured
wall around Ald-Ruhn, from the mountain wall North-
West of Skar to the mountain wall East of the Temple.

There are 3 entry arches ...

3580 Bal Isra Annex
Townd and

town
Expansions

MMH 87-15429 Bruno13069 2015-09-23

The Tribunal Temple saw the site of Indarys Manor as an
opportunity to assist those making the pilgrimage to

Maar Gan and other places to the North. With the close
relationship between the Tribunal Temple and House

Redoran, the Bal Isra Annex was designed and
constructed into the hill behind...

1307 Hidden Shrine Houses MMH 44-15289 Bruno13069 2014-11-11

Hidden Shrine by bruno13069 The Shrine of the Twelve
is a bare place to meditate and contemplate. There are
very few decorations. Just a dark ashpit and 4 candles

marking the compass directions. Nearby is a chest with
some special healing scrolls and some robes. To get

there...

700 Bruno's Box
Home 3.0 Houses MMH 44-15336 Bruno13069 2015-04-26

USES MORROWIND ONLY! I found a great mobile home
on the net, a Genie's Bottle created by Blue Eagle, and
modified by MooCow. I used it with multiple characters

and, in time, tweaked it for my own use without
distribution. I decided to make my own portable home

along similar ...

699 Bruno's Box
Home 2.5 Houses MMH 44-15231 Bruno13069 2014-07-23

I found a great mobile home on the net, a Genie's Bottle
created by Blue Eagle, and modified by MooCow. I used
it with multiple characters and, in time, tweaked it for
my own use without distribution. Recently, I decided to

make my own portable home along similar lines - a house
in a bo...


